CLI: When Is Enough, Enough?

Decisions regarding revascularization options for CLI to optimize wound perfusion and allow rapid wound healing and limb salvage.

BY AHMAD YOUNES, MD, AND MEHDI H. SHISHEHBOR, DO, MPH, PhD

There have been significant recent advancements in devices and techniques used in the treatment of patients with peripheral artery disease (PAD) and critical limb ischemia (CLI). Despite this progress, many questions remain unanswered, especially for patients with CLI and below-knee disease. Probably the most important limitation is our inability to accurately assess perfusion prior to, during, or after intervention for CLI. This adds further difficulty in understanding the extent of revascularization required for proper wound healing. For example, is a straight in-line flow adequate, or should multivessel interventions be performed? This is also relevant to the concept of angiosome-directed revascularization. Is the angiosome concept applicable to all patients or diabetic patients only, or should angiosome-directed revascularization be chosen based on perfusion, wound blush, or some other measure? Another important decision is whether to undertake below-ankle revascularization. Although emerging data have supported the notion of revascularization beyond the ankle to include the pedal arch, in whom and in what setting this should be performed remain controversial.

THE ROLE OF REVASCULARIZATION

All professional societies provide a class I indication for revascularization in patients with CLI that is deemed ambulatory and functional with viable limb. Despite these clear guidelines, more than half (54%) of patients with CLI who underwent major leg amputation did not have any vascular interventions in the year prior to amputation, per an analysis of the Medicare database. Every viable patient with CLI should be considered for angiography and revascularization via endovascular or open techniques. The important concepts discussed in the following sections aim to further optimize and personalize revascularization, so that every patient can achieve optimal perfusion after revascularization to allow rapid wound healing and limb salvage.

STRAIGHT-LINE FLOW VERSUS ANGIOSOMES

The TransAtlantic Inter-Society Consensus guidelines document on the management of PAD recommends obtaining straight-line flow to the foot in order to consider a revascularization successful. However, in recent decades, emerging data have highlighted the concept of angiosomes in revascularization. Angiosomes are connected through collaterals and allow adequate perfusion through collaterals in the absence of direct flow. The below-knee territory is supplied by three main arteries—anterior tibial, posterior tibial, and peroneal artery—that...
perfuse six angiosomes in the distal lower extremity (Figure 1). It is thought that revascularization tailored toward the wound-related angiosome will allow earlier healing by providing direct blood flow.

Although there has been a number of single-center studies supporting the role of angiosome-targeted revascularization, some studies have not. Therefore, in 2019, a more personalized approach has to be adopted, where if an opportunity is identified to use the angiosome approach, it must be pursued. Factors to consider in choosing an angiosome-targeted therapy may include difficulty in revascularizing the angiosome-related artery (chronic total occlusion vs stenosis), presence of diabetes or chronic kidney disease (as well as microvascular disease and poor collaterals), baseline foot angiography, and wound blush. Data indicate that angiosome-targeted revascularization in patients with microvascular disease and diabetes can be useful and may be associated with lower morbidity and mortality.

We advocate that ensuring adequate straight inline wound perfusion is necessary for proper healing, rather than straight inline flow to the foot. This can be confirmed intraprocedurally by assessing wound blush.

**SINGLE-VESSEL VERSUS MULTIVESSEL REvascularization**

For tissue loss, it is essential to reestablish pulsatile flow to the wound for proper, rapid wound healing. Particularly for infrapopliteal arteries, where an extensive web of collaterals exists to supply the distal foot, the need for multivessel revascularization is questionable. However, the number of patent arteries after revascularization was a predictor of functional limb salvage at 1, 5, and 10 years in a study performed in the Czech Republic, in which the authors recommended making every effort to revascularize as many arteries as possible to improve clinical outcomes. Others do not support the concept of multivessel below-knee revascularization. For example, an analysis of the OLIVE registry noted improved clinical outcomes in terms of amputation-free survival and limb salvage in patients who only had one straight-line flow into a patent pedal arch, with a trend toward a higher wound healing rate. Collectively, the volume of blood flow after endovascular revascularization may be limited by recoil and endothelial dysfunction. Proper sizing of angioplasty balloons and prolonged inflation may help to address some of these limitations.

Ultimately, more blood flow is likely better, but is it necessary and at what cost? Patients with CLI and below-knee disease tend to have significant kidney disease. Furthermore, multivessel revascularization is more time consuming, less efficient, and more costly. Therefore, better tools are needed to guide the operator as to whom would benefit most from multivessel revascularization. In our practice, we usually revascularize the simplest, most efficiently recanalizable artery. We then carefully perform angiography of the foot. If poor wound blush or diminished collateral flow is present, we will consider revascularization in additional tibial arteries. In the near future, we hope to have better tools that can more objectively guide our therapy intraprocedurally.

**REVASCULARIZATION OF THE PEDAL ARCH**

Revascularization beyond the ankle to include pedal arch reconstruction has been emerging and is being adopted, as this does not only improve wound blush but was shown to improve wound healing rates and reduce time to wound healing. Most data related to pedal arch disease indicate poor healing and a higher amputation rate if not patent. However, some of the available data have shown that pedal arch revascularization leads to faster wound healing or lower amputation rates. There is concern that aggressive pedal arch angioplasty may be associated with high occlusion rates. Collectively, most experts recommend a more conservative approach to the pedal arch with minimal manipulation. Hence, in our practice, we only consider pedal arch revascularization in select patients with distal foot disease and poor collateral flow to this area. Occasionally, we may use the pedal arch as a collateral vessel for retrograde revascularization of the anterior or posterior tibial arteries. However, in these situations, we protect the pedal arch with a support catheter and never dilate the arch.

**WHEN TO REINTERVENE VERSUS WHEN TO REFER FOR BYPASS**

In the United States, multiple providers treat patients with CLI, and frequently, interventionalists perform little of the follow-up for wound care. As a consequence, there is significant delay in getting patients back to the interventionalist when wounds are not healing.

Hence, we recommend a close ankle-brachial index/toe-brachial index postprocedure, not only to establish a baseline after the intervention that can be used to compare with future follow-up studies, but also to risk stratify patients and identify the subgroup that needs closer monitoring.

With below-knee disease, surgical options are frequently limited due to the lack of adequate targets, absence of a venous conduit, limited potency of femoral-infrapopliteal bypass, and patient comorbidities.
PEARLS & PITFALLS

PEARLS AND PITFALLS
REVASCULARIZATION DECISION-MAKING IN PATIENTS WITH CLI

Often, the challenge is to balance the difference between “angiosomal need” and “angiographic target.” Angiosomal need is the artery that provides direct flow to the ischemic tissue, whereas angiographic target is the artery with lesion(s) that is most likely to be successfully revascularized and provides flow to the ischemic tissue directly or indirectly.

PEARLS

- Perform excellent-quality arteriography of the limb with selective catheter placement to maximally display the tibial arteries; include a lateral foot image
- The larger the ischemic tissue burden, the more important it is to increase volume flow to the foot by revascularizing multiple tibial arteries
- Both intervention and bypass surgery should be considered first-line therapy for CLI patients; knowing the clinical variables will help distinguish who may benefit
- Patients with disease in the small arteries of the foot have a high risk of both intervention and amputation; proceed with caution
- The team approach to wound care is paramount to aggressively treat ischemia, infection, and comorbidities that hinder resolution of CLI

PITFALLS

- Poor-quality imaging equipment can be as bad as no imaging for patients with CLI
- Often, undertreatment of diffuse disease leads to inadequate revascularization
- Balloon sizing, particularly of the tibial arteries, is challenging. Oversizing leads to poor patency/perfusion and oversizing can lead to dissection/acute occlusion
- Technical success may require antegrade and retrograde access in the same setting, so be prepared for both
- Repeat procedures are not uncommon, so do not hesitate to “relook” arteriographically and consider all revascularization options
- Do not be afraid to seek a second opinion

practice, the decision to pursue surgical versus endovascular options is addressed early on in a multidisciplinary team model. Should the reintervention path be selected, subsequent interventions are, by default, performed endovascularly because morbidity is far lower with repeat angioplasty compared to bypass. It is important to stay cognizant that outcomes for CLI interventions should first focus on wound healing rather than vascular patency. Ultimately, 25% to 30% of patients with CLI require repeat revascularization, and this should be done in a timely fashion.

CONCLUSION

The management of CLI remains a challenge to the medical and surgical community despite recent technical advancements (see the Pearls and Pitfalls of Revascularization Decision-Making in Patients With CLI sidebar). It remains important to define successful interventions by selecting meaningful outcomes (ie, wound healing) to work toward and to practice in a multidisciplinary model that provides holistic care to our patients. Ideally, each revascularization approach should be personalized, based on the patient’s clinical and angiographic characteristics and the operator’s and institution’s level of expertise.
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